
AZZURRO 1
$11.45

CP4146
$16.95

CP4147
$21.50 

CRC2MBX-XL
$13.95

CRC2-XL
$13.95

CP4148
$22.95

AZZURRO 2
$12.45

AZZURRO 3
$13.45

BIG TEASE
$5.95

Our new addition to the eco collection. 
Light weight with natural cork handles 
provides comfort and control.

Wooden handle with a soft touch coating for non slip grip. 
Strong heat resistant thermals offer more tension for curls 
and all styling techniques.

Azzuro Thermals 

are also available 

in extended 

barrel.

This natural bristle stimulates the scalp producing natural oils that adds shine and protects the hair.

AZZURRO FIRM BRISTLE | ADDS SHINE | SMOOTHS HAIR ECO COLLECTION AZZURRO THERMAL

TM
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FRIENDLYLight weight, sturdy material 
with comfort foam handle make 
this range easy to work with.



SIGNATURE CLASSIC smooth | straighten | perfect for extensions

For all hair types. Conforms to the scalp. 
High quality gold plating makes this collection durable and elegant. 
Polished seamless design & gentle curves. 

High quality silver plating makes this collection durable and elegant. 
Bristles maximize penetration to the roots allowing even distribution of natural oils.  
Rubber padding allows bristles to flow unrestricted, resulting in tangle-free brushing. 
Smooths and detangles hair. Flexible padding stimulates and adjusts to the contour of the scalp. 

* All Classic brushes are packaged at no additional charge.

CLASSIC GOLD  
petite natural bristle

$19.95

CLASSIC SILVER   
petite natural bristle

$19.95

CLASSIC PADDLE 
SILVER 

$10.95

CLASSIC GOLD  
petite mixed bristle

$19.95

CLASSIC SILVER   
petite mixed bristle

$19.95

CLASSIC WHITE  
petite natural bristle

$16.95 

Available sizes
in WHITE:  

Pocket Natural   
Pocket Mixed  
Petite Mixed 

Petite Natural 

Available sizes
in BLACK:  

  Pocket Natural   
Pocket Mixed  
Petite Mixed 

Standard Mixed
Standard Natural 

Standard XL Mixed 

CLASSIC BLACK  
petite mixed bristle

$16.95

CLASSIC  GOLD 
pocket natural bristle

$12.95

CLASSIC  SILVER  
pocket natural bristle

$11.95

CLASSIC  GOLD 
pocket mixed bristle

$12.95

CLASSIC  SILVER  
pocket mixed bristle

$11.95

Snag free bristles are 
perfect for extensions.

* ALL CLASSIC 
BRUSHES ARE 
PACKAGED AT 

NO ADDITIONAL 
CHARGE


